


8858 Land Chests
3,756,700 USD Value

Total 

30 Snakes
NFTs

www.bloodshed.gg

1000 USD Value each

30k USD Total value

each 300 USD value, Total Value 2.311.500 USD
7704 Continental Chests

each 800 USD Value, Total Value 480.800 USD
602 Steepe Chests

each 1500 USD value, Total Value 601.500 USD
401 Panonic Chests

each 2400 USD Value, Total Value 362.400 USD
151 Pontic Chests

3,786,700 USD value 
for all 8888 Tickets
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3,786,700 USD value 
for all 8888 Tickets

Each Winning ticket, will either 
win 1 Bloodshed NFT, or 1 Snake NFT. 
So in total there will be 
8858 BloodShed NFTs.

April 6th - Lottery results, 
claim winning tickets, reclaim vEGLD 
non-winning tickets.

Loosing Tickets will have
their vEGLD fully refunded.

3,786,700 USD value 
for all 8888 Tickets
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Each Bloodshed NFT Ticket winner will own their Bloodshed NFT
and their corresponding Land Chest to open, sell, trade, stake, as they see fit.
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Tickets Prize Prize value
in USD

USD Prize value
per Category

7704

602

401

151

Contintenal Chest

Steepe Chest

Panonic Chest

Pontic Chest

300

800

1500

2400

30 Snake NFTs 1000

2,311,500

480,800

601,500

362,400

30,000

8888 3,786,700

As such,
there
will be:

603
Rare

Bloodshed NFTs

7704
Common

Bloodshed NFTs

402
Epic

Bloodshed NFTs

152
Legendary
Bloodshed NFTs



Funds Usage
At Soldout 8800 vEGLD will be gathered, 
because 80 Tickets will be sold with 
XLH token. The 8800 vEGLD will be used 
as follows:

The remaining  8,770 vEGLD will be 
split as follows:

80%
of the funds 

will be delivered 
to WenMoon Studios

(7,016 vEGLD)

10%
will be used to support 

the future Reward 
infrastructure of the NFTs 

(877 vEGLD)

30 vEGLD 
will be returned

to those that
donated their Snake NFTs
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10%
of the funds will go to 

Coding Division, 
to be earned by its Investors

(877  vEGLD):
5% will go to the Coding Division DAO to be 
given to all Coding Division SFTs.

1,5% will go the Snakes DAO, to be split 
between all Snake NFT Owners.

3,5% will go to Demiourgos Shareholders 
that dont own Snakes.
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NFT Reward Utility
The 877 vEGLD will be staked in the Elite-Mode of the vEGLD Farm of the Vesta.
Finance DEX . This will be used as fuel for the future rewards of the NFTs, 
and the exact usage will be revealed at a later date.

NFT In Game Utility.

Once vEGLD value in USDC becomes 20x compared to its value at 
the time of the ticket aquisition, all tickets bought will be refunded in 
their USDC Value. This means if you spent 10,000 USD in value on 
aquiring tickets, 10,000 USDC will be refunded to you, once vEGLD 
sufficiently grows in value.

Only the Original minters will be eligible for this refund.

How much can we grow the base capital until the Game Launches 
or Until vEGLD makes 25x in USD with the help of cumulated 
royalties and Vesta.Finance™ DEX ? We are here long term to find 
out. The bigger the capital, the bigger the rewards. Rewards will 
continue for the NFTs even after Age of Zalmoxis will be launched.

The in game Utility will be detailed at a later date, but will include 
lending NFTs, Assets, Items, Play and Earn, and Passive Income 
mechanism.

Guild Related mechanisms pertaining to the Bloodshed.gg will also 
be revealed at a later date.

Until the refund is possible, the capital will be used to generate 
rewards; these rewards will be used:

As means to increase the base capital.

As means to reward NFT owners.

The exact usage of the Capital to generate rewards will be 
revealed at a later date.

Vesta.Finance.DEX allows us to grow the vEGLD capital directly 
by tapping into the DEX fees, which will be earned in vEGLD, 
via VESTA token, wich will be farmable via vEGLD Elite-Staking.

Royalties, set at 10%, will be used as such:

Half of the royalties will be used to buy Koson from the market, 
which will be staked weekly in the Basileus Pool, until the game 
is launched. After the game is launched, the cummulated 
rewards will be airdropped to NFT holders.

The other Half of the royalties will be converted to vEGLD and 
will be used to increase the base Capital
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